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The Book of the Dead is an ancient Egyptian funerary text, used from the beginning of the New Kingdom (around 1550 BCE) to around 50 BCE. The original Egyptian name for the text, transliterated rw nw prt m hrw, is translated as Book of Coming Forth by Day or Book of Emerging Forth into the Light. "Book" is the closest term to describe the loose collection of texts consisting of a number of magic spells intended to assist a dead person’s journey through the Duat, or underworld, and into the afterlife Inspiring Feather book. Read reviews from world’s largest community for readers. Inspiring Feather: The Rainbow Book Of The Dead-A New Age Metaphysical musical classic short story based on ancient magical literature, complements any library or anyone interested in New Age Metaphysical literature that is innovative and creative with a touch of literary style and class that transcends modern culture giving new insight to ancient truths.